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May 2010 
 
 
 
Dear Steering Committee Members:  
 
Congratulations to Ferdous Ara Begum, for her groundbreaking work on her efforts to draft a 
General Recommendation on Older Women!  We are also delighted to hear that she has been 
invited by the French government for a meeting on this issue.     
 
Pending Legislation in Europe Subject to Debate  
  
French legislation that is expected to come into force in the next few months a husband who 
forces  a wife to wear a Muslim veil must be given a sentence of up to one year in jail and a 
maximum fine of €15,000 (£13,000). The Bill also envisions a €150 fine for women who choose to 
wear the face veil in public.  
 
This bill has been a subject of much debate and President Sarkozy was forced to stall the bill. 
Some have argued that this bill would be in breach of the French Constitutional guarantee to 
freedom. It could also be challenged by the European Court of Human Rights as an attack on 
the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion.  A few weeks ago, The Belgian 
parliament banned the head-to-toe burka and the niqab face veil and envisions fines of up to 
€25 for women wearing veils.  
 
Although the veil has overtime become emblematic of Koran, the tradition of veiling  was 
introduced to Arabia long before Islam and nowhere in the Koran is the veil mandated. Forced 
veiling on compulsory unveiling is problematic.  What is also problematic is the way in which 
these culture battles are often waged on the bodies of women. As Seyla Benhabib, the well 
known Harvard Social Scientist argues, “women and their bodies are the symbolic-cultural site 
upon which human societies inscript their moral order.”  Women as repositories and carriers of 
cultural knowledge makes women’s bodies are often the sites which  carry the full burden of a 
communities imagined moral code. At the same time, the construction of non western culture as 
culturally primitive “other” is a remnant of the western imperialistic project that must be 
checked.     
 
The Rise of Acid Attacks on Women: A Symbol of Extremist Violence and a State of 
Impunity   
 
Acid attacks as a heinous form of power and control over women’s bodies is on the rise the 
global South. Acid crimes are one of the most horrific forms of violence against women and are 
potent weapons to disfigure, subordinate and ostracise women.  Last week, three Pakistani  
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children, three sisters, age 20, 16, and 14, were attacked with acid while walking from Kalat city 
to Pandarani village in the Baluchistan province.  Two motorcyclists threw acid on them, 
causing severe burns over their faces and bodies. Two weeks earlier, two sisters in the same 
province suffered the same attack—and they are only 11 and 13 years old.  The reason for this 
attack was related to the absence of hijabs and traveling without men. The Baloch Ghaeratmand 
Group, which was until recently unknown in the province, circulated a pamphlet in April that 
warned, “Acid will be thrown on the faces of women and girls who step out of their houses 
without covering their faces… People who fail to comply with these orders will themselves be 
responsible for the consequences.”  
 
Acid burns leave scars that cripple women physically, psychologically, socially and 
economically. The alteration to their life is irreversible ostracizing and shaming women and 
their families. The five women attacked in Baluchistan are only the tip of the ice berg.  
Pakistan’s acid attacks are imitated in Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Cambodia, and India, and in 
recent years even in communities where acid attacks have not been seen before, including Hong 
Kong, China, and the United Kingdom.  
 
Acid attacks are a reflection of misogyny and prevents women from exercising their free choice 
or will. Women who wish to leave their abusive relationships, women who are pawns in a 
community vendetta, women who do not comply with social pressures are at risk of attack 
attacks which despite laws on acid attacks exist in a milieu of impunity.  
 
Disfigurement by acid burning and death by burning through kitchen accidents are common in 
Pakistan, although statistics are hard to come by. Our network member, Asma Jahangir was one 
of the fearless pioneers who addressed kitchen accidents through advocacy and 
litigation.   Bringing charges against perpetrators of such crimes is one of the strongest 
deterrents.   
 
Naila Farhat, the 13 year old who was attacked with acid by a spurned suitor fought for justice 
for six years. In 2009, with the support of the Acid Survivors Foundation (ASF) she went to the 
Supreme Court last November she became the first woman to win an acid-attack case in 
Pakistan's Supreme Court. 
 
This ground making decision helped propel the Pakistani government into action. In his ruling, 
Chief Justice Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhry urged the adoption of national legislation to 
prevent and punish acid attacks by controlling the sale of acid and imposing harsh sentences on 
perpetrators.  This recommendation echoes the two laws in Bangladesh regulating the sale of 
acid and punishing acid attacks. The Court decision has bolstered the lobbying by women's-
rights activists and the Acid Control and Acid Crime Prevention Act was recently submitted to 
the Pakistan parliament.   
 
In Cambodia, the Acid Control Committee of the Ministry of Interior is currently considering 
the drafting of a law for the control of battery acid.  Salma Ali, our colleague from Bangladesh 
was  one of the chief  architects of the In 2002 laws to combat acid violence: the Acid Control 
Act and the Acid Crime Control Act. The purpose of Acid Crime Control Act was to prosecute  
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acid crimes. The Acid Crimes Control Act contains a number of crucial provisions that are 
instrumental in effectively combating acid crimes. The goal of the Acid Control Act is to 
monitor the import, production, transportation, storage, sale, and use of acid. These laws now 
inform other analogous law making efforts.  This shows the power of information sharing and 
the way in which comparative efforts have powerful cascading effects. Once again, I thank our 
members for their tireless efforts to advance women’s human rights around the world.  
 
Best regards, 
 
Rangita        
 
Rangita de Silva de Alwis 
Director of International Human Rights Policy Program 
Wellesley Centers for Women 
Wellesley College 
 
 
 
 
 
  


